**BCTC Mathematics/Statistics Course Sequence (Fall 2008)**

**Note:** The developmental math sequence should always be followed. Combo courses are available for more advanced students thru COMPASS or with instructor recommendation. Other students may choose to retake COMPASS to attempt to place in a higher level course.

**STUDENTS MAY NOT SKIP A COURSE IN THE SEQUENCE!**

**COMBO COURSES COMPASS SCORES**
- MT055/MT065: COMPASS Prealg 34
- MT065/MA108: COMPASS Prealg 60/Alg 23
- MA108/MA109: COMPASS Alg 41
- MA109/MT155: COMPASS Alg 54

**Also Available:**
- Hybrid Classes for MA109
- Online Classes for MA108 & MA109

* Students who were enrolled in MA 109 in Spring or Summer 2008 will be allowed to enroll in MA 109 in under the old Math ACT pre-requisite of 19 for FALL 2008 Semester ONLY!